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Synopsis. Measurements of X–ray diffraction from singlesil kworm filamentsat HASYLAB are reported.
Only the investigation of singlefilaments can give clear evidence on the intrinsic orientation distribution of
thecrystallit esin thefibril, sincedata recorded from sampleswhich are made from filament bundlesmay be
smeared due to misorientation among the individual filaments.
Oneof our samplesclearly exhibitsadiffraction pattern with a peak maximum of 2000counts accumulated
within one hour. Repeated measurement during5 h shows that there is no degradation of the sample in the
soft beam of beamline A2. With the other two samples no discrete scattering was found. Although the
scattering power of a single filament is low, the use of a high–luminosity beam is unnecessary, as long as
no faster detector than a 2D–Gabriel detector is available. The interaction between the tiny sample and the
unattenuated beam leads to a scattering pattern, the intensity of which is just below the saturation limit of
thedetector (105=s, operated with Ar=CO2). Theusableareaof thedetector isasquareof 200� 200 pixels,
each with an edge length of half a milli meter.

Samples. Themulberry sil kworm, Bombyx mori, producesdifferent filamentson theoutside(Fig. 1a) and
on the inside (Fig. 1b) of the cocoon. Before measurement both materials have been degummed in order to
remove the lower molecular weight protein that coversand holdstogether thetwo singlefilaments that make
up the fiber spun by the silkworm. The diameter of the silk is of triangular shape and wil l be about20 to
30�m on an edge. Both filaments gave no clear scattering pattern. The third filament (Fig. 1c) is from the
ChineseTussah silkworm, Antheraea pernyi. It clearly showstwo equatorial scattering peaks.

Requirements of Data Evaluation. Faintly scattering samples requirespecial effort what dataevaluation
isconcerned, and wewil l have to improveour method. Detector efficiency hasbeen recorded separately and
exhibitsthewireprofileof thedetector in vertical lines. Sincetheareaof theprimary beam stop wasreduced
after the recording of the efficiency pattern but before the filaments were measured, there is a central area
in each of the images, where correction is imperfect. Moreover, there is a central line in which the detector
efficiency extremely low and efficiency correction leads to inevitableartifacts for such thin samples.

Observation and Conclusion. While both the filaments of B. mori show a background scattering only,
thefilament of A. pernyi clearly exhibitsequatorial diffraction with two distinct peaks. The peaksappear to
be almost perfectly oriented with some minor peak broadening most probably caused from crystallit e size
and instrumental effects. AFM images have shown an inner structure of the filaments, in which fibrils are
aligned at three angles (+33o, 0o and�33o) with respect to the filament axis. We expected to observe a
clear indication of this splitting in the diffraction patterns as well . Azimuthal scans (cf. Figure 1d) through
the maxima of both reflections of A. Pernyi show that there is no splitting of the orientation function or the
effect isso weak that it cannot bediscriminated from thenoisy diffraction pattern.
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Figure 1: Fiber diffraction fromB. mori“o” and B. mori“i” cannot be detected.A. pernyiexhibits equatorial
scattering with two clear peaks after 1 h of exposition.


